Designplan Lighting, Inc. starts new partnership with Diomede Lighting of Italy.

Designplan will be showcasing products now available in North America from Diomede at LEDucation

The first two products available in the US and Canada from Designplan Lighting, Inc and Diomede Lighting will be shown at LEDucation 2020.

**FLAI®** is a new autonomous light source, unique in its freedom to move about with you through indoor and outdoor environments. Each unit comes with a hook support and magnetic charger - and can be used with any of the 9 interchangeable supports through its magnetic coupling system.

[CLICK HERE](#) to see the full brochure of supports and information for the FLAI® light source.

**Modulo A** is a wall mounted fixture made of die-cast aluminum and a polycarbonate screen that comes with a silver and gold luminous reflector. It is available in 2 sizes (square or rectangle) and 4 standard finishes in polyester powder paint with a protective chemical treatment.

The square version is 2.5W and the rectangular version is 4W. Both are rated IP65 and require a remote 24VDC power supply.

[CLICK HERE](#) to see more information on Modulo A.

*Come see these high quality new products from Italy as well as other great products from Designplan Lighting and partners at Booth GB 412 & GB 414.*

Flai and Modulo A products are registered trademarks of Diomede Lighting.

---

*Designplan Lighting, Inc. is represented by Stan Deutsch Associates in New York. Visit our website for a list of representatives in other parts of the USA and Canada.*
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